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Crusty Demons’ F@cked Up Party Edition goes live on WFO.TV 

CHEYENNE, Wyoming – GO WFO, LLC. announced today its official release of Crusty 
Demons’ latest film, “F@cked Up Party Edition,” which is now available exclusively on 
WFO.TV. Today’s release coincides with Crusty Demons’ World Domination Tour, which 
launches today at the Coca-Cola Arena in Dubai. This spectacular adrenaline-pumping 
extravaganza features world renown motocross stars once again attempting insane 
stunts, world records and deadly tricks in the midst of fireworks, extreme rock and a 
fanfare of provocative go-go dancers.

For the unaware, Crusty Demons is a premier group of freestyle motocross daredevils 
from the US, Australia, New Zealand, and Europe. Debuting in 1994 with the release of 
the award winning film, Crusty Demons of Dirt by Fleshwound Films, the group has 
since released 21 films, set 11 world records, and released the video game Crusty 
Demons, so gamers could also experience the thrills of Jack Ass stunts and grave-
seeking jumps for which Crusty Demons is renowned.

F@cked Up Party Edition is a compilation of 30 years’ never-seen-before bloopers and 
stunts-gone-awry, as well as motocross mishaps and behind-the-scenes stupidity. 
According to Jon Freeman, who founded Crusty Demons along with Dana Nicholson, 
“For years, fans have been asking us to release all the behind-the-scenes footage and 
bloopers. Many fans have heard about the gut-wrenching stories but haven’t actually 
seen these spontaneous mishaps. Finding the best clips and editing the film was a 
monumental task, as we have 30 years of movies, films and videos in various formats—
many in VHS! Finally, we have a film for fans around the world to enjoy, and laugh with 
us!.”

For some films, the adage ‘once and done’. Demons’ fans, on the other hand, are hell 
bent on rewind, as once termed. Freeman explains, “30 year’s ago, fans used to call us 
up and say ‘hey bro, I rewound the tape so much that it got stuck and unspooled: can I 
get a new one?’  Yeah sure, we’ll send you another.” Of course, loyalty is infectious, 
which may be why this daredevil group is still thriving 30 years later. And with a 
subscription to WFO.TV, fans can now watch as much and often as desired.  
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Covid now fading in rear view, Crusty Demons is now scheduling 35 shows around the 
world. After Dubai, New Zealand: October 22 in Auckland, October 29 in Masterton; and 
November 5 in Christchurch.

The acquisition of Crusty Demons’ entire library of movies, films and videos, together 
with the today’s exclusive release of F@cked Up Party Edition, is a milestone for GO 
WFO, whose mission is to elevate EXTREME in adventure sports. The startup hopes 
this momentum will further cultivate its growing community of fans, athletes and creators 
hellbent on extreme sports.

According to Jason Schuck, who heads up creator acquisitions for WFO.TV, “The entire 
library of Crusty Demons with the exclusive premier of F@cked Up Party Edition is a 
mere glimpse of what’s planned at WFO.TV. We’re aggressively signing extreme sports 
creators and influencers for the official rollout of our exciting platform, which will include 
our OTT channel, live streaming, and interactive hub (gowfo.com), as well as an 
industry directory, events calendar, educational materials and immense array of exciting 
content and fun for the GO WFO community. If you are an extreme sports enthusiast, 
creator or influencer, now is the time to join!”

This exciting news comes in the wake of other GO WFO content, including:
• Fireside Chat with Crusty Demons’ founders Jon Freeman and Dana 

Nicholson.
• Entire Crusty Demons’ library of movies, films and videos.
• Extreme sports library of blogs, featuring numerous articles on all aspects 

of extreme sports.
• Interactive Hub (gowfo.com)
• Social channels @gowfotv and more

Crusty Demons entire library with F@cked Up Party Edition is now available with a 
subscription to WFO.TV at the price of $9 per month or $50 per year for a limited time 
offer.

About GO WFO. GO WFO is a start-up launching a vibrant creator community network 
for extreme sports, where passionate extreme sports enthusiasts, creators, influencers 
can engage and share in extreme sports adventures. Visit gowfo.com to learn how 
extreme sports creators and influencers can benefit from becoming a part of our 
extreme sports community network of athletes, fans and creators. www.gowfo.com.

About Crusty Demons. Crusty Demons is the premier group of daredevil freestyle 
motorcyclists from the US, Australia, New Zealand, and Europe, which debuted in 1994 
with the release of the award winning film, Crusty Demons of Dirt by Fleshwound Films. 
The group has released 21 films and set 11 world records, as well as the video game 
Crusty Demons. www.crusty.com. 
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